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SOIL HABITABILITY
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Soil habitability 

Recent discoveries have shown that life on Earth can exist in the most extreme conditions. Indeed, 
bacterial spores can lie dormant in bitterly cold, dry, and airless conditions for tens of thousands of 
years or more and become activated once conditions are favorable. Such dormant microbe colonies 
may exist in the Martian arctic. A periodic wobbling of Mars’ axis could allow liquid water to exist in the 
arctic for brief periods of time, occurring about every 100,000 years, perhaps making a habitable soil 
environment. 

With this information in mind, some of the Phoenix mission experiments will assess the habitability of 
the Martian polar environment by measuring the soil’s pH and its content of life-essential ingredients, 
including carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, hydrogen, and salts. 

Even with the proper ingredients to sustain life, however, lander missions since the 1970s have found 
the Martian soil is exposed to hazards such as harmful solar ultraviolet radiation, which could 
prevent biological growth. In looking for organic bio-signatures and potential habitability, the Phoenix 
lander will dig deep enough to analyze soil that is protected from this solar ultraviolet radiation. 

Testing the soil to determine if it can sustain life is an important experiment. While you won’t be 
testing your soil sample for the same essential ingredients that the Phoenix mission will, you can test 
your sample to see if life can grow in it. This experiment will simulate conditions that may be found at 
specific latitudes on Mars. Using fast-growing seeds that you will place in your sample, you will gather 
data about the “habitability” of the soil you collected. Will the conditions be favorable for the seeds to 
thrive and grow? This will be the question you are trying to answer. 

INTRODUCTION

PHOTO CREDIT: NASA/JPL/ASU
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Both Viking landers, the Pathfinder, and the Mars Exploration Rovers collected samples or measured 
soil using different instruments. Each Viking lander used a robotic arm to scoop up soil and place 
it into test chambers aboard the lander. The Pathfinder used an instrument called APXS (Alpha 
Proton X-ray Spectrometer) to measure elements in the soil and rocks near its landing site. The Mars 
Exploration Rovers carry a robotic arm similar to yours, with a shoulder, elbow, wrist, etc. The arm 
allows the rover use specialized instruments to drill into rocks, take close-up soil pictures, and make 
measurements of the soil chemistry. 

Each of the landers used different 
tools to collect data on rocks and 
soils. Likewise, the Phoenix Mars 
Lander will use a specialized tool 
to dig below the surface. 

During this activity, you will 
simulate how the Phoenix lander 
collects soil samples.

Sample Collection Procedures 

The Phoenix lander has a robotic arm designed to trench the ground at the landing site, scoop up soil 
and water ice samples, and deliver them to onboard instruments for chemical analysis.

The robotic arm has four motions: up and down, side to side, and rotation.
 
To simulate what Phoenix does on Mars, you’ll collect your sample in a similar way. 

 1. Take a powdered laundry detergent scoop (or similar sized instrument) to the sampling site
   you have observed. Also bring two ziplock sandwich bags, marking each with the name of your
   team or a team member’s initials and class period.

 2. Scrape the ground five times with the scoop and put the contents from 
  each scrape into the bag. If the bag fills with less than five scrapes, stop. 

  (Do you find that five scrapes collect only a small sample? Well, it’s too 
  bad, but you can’t make any more scrapes. This is the kind of real-life 
  limit planetary scientists often face.)

 3. Seal both so you don’t lose any soil or moisture. With a marker, clearly label one bag with
   number 1 and the other with number 2. 

 4. Before moving on to the lab work, wash your hands.

Close up of the scoop and other instruments at the end of the RA.
Photo courtesy of NASA, UA Phoenix website
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Both Viking landers housed specialized instruments to measure the chemistry of the soil, and to test 
for biological activity in it. While the experiments discovered chemical activity in the Martian soil, they 
provided no clear evidence for the presence of living microorganisms in the soil near the landing sites. 
In the decades since Viking, scientists have concluded that a combination of strong solar ultraviolet 
radiation, the soil’s extreme dryness, and the oxidizing nature of the soil’s chemistry make the Martian 
soil hostile to living organisms, especially microbes.

While the Phoenix lander will not 
be measuring biological activity 
in the soil, it will be measuring 
the soil’s chemical composition. 
This will help us determine if the 
Martian soil can support life. One 
of the instruments is called the 
Microscopy, Electrochemistry, 
and Conductivity Analyzer 
(MECA). MECA characterizes 
the soil of Mars much like a 
gardener tests the soil in the 
backyard. By dissolving small 
amounts of soil in water, MECA 
determines the soil’s pH and its 
abundance of minerals, as well 
as dissolved oxygen and carbon 
dioxide. Looking through its microscope, MECA examines soil grains to help determine their origin 
and mineralogy. Needles stuck into the soil determine its water and ice content, and the ability of both 
heat and water vapor to penetrate the soil.

While you won’t be measuring your soil sample’s chemistry, you will be assessing its ability to support 
life by experimenting with fast-growing seeds.
 
Soil Sample Testing 

Materials: 

 • 4 ziplock baggies

 • Seeds (supplied by your teacher)

 • Water to moisten the soil

 • Pen, marker, or masking tape to label the baggies

PHOTO CREDIT: NASA
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Procedure:

Using the soil sample you collected from the field:

 1.  Label the 4 baggies (including name, period, date, etc.):

   a. Bag 1: Control

   b. Bag 2: Room temp (simulates equatorial location conditions on Mars)

   c. Bag 3: Refrigerator (simulates mid-latitude location conditions on Mars)

   d. Bag 4: Freezer (simulates Phoenix lander conditions near the north pole of Mars)

 2.  Divide your soil sample into 4 approximately equal parts, putting one in each baggie—
  remember, try not to touch the samples.

 3. Place 4 seeds into each baggie.

 4. Moisten the soil in each baggie except the control (don’t add water to the control bag). Don’t
   put in a lot of water…you don’t want mud.

 5. Seal the bags tightly, and place them in the simulation locations (refrigerator, freezer, etc.).
   The control stays at room temperature, placed on a sunny window sill.

 6. Using the Soil Habitability Tracking Chart, make some initial observations about what the
   soil looks like. At first, all the samples will probably look the same, but noting this will help
   you when you make future observations.

 7. At first you may want to make observations every 1-2 days. After that, make your 
  observations once a week. You can do this for as long as time allows for your class. 

 8. Finish out the Soil Habitability Chart. 
PHOTO CREDIT: NASA/JPL/CORNELL/USGS
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Soil Habitability Extension: 

Using the chart below, briefly describe any growth in the soil that may have occurred since the last 
observation. Be as detailed as possible.

  Date    Control    Refrigerator          Freezer          Room Temp

Conclusions
Habitability:  Does your sample have the right ingredients that allow life to survive?  
(Do the seeds grow)?

Do the other samples in the simulated environments (refrigerator, freezer) allow life to survive?   
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Soil Habitability Extension: 

The axis of Mars slowly wobbles over one-hundred-thousand-year cycles. As the axis 
tilts closer to the Martian orbit, the poles grow warm and the mid-latitudes get colder. 
When the planet’s axis tips more upright again, the situation reverses and the poles 
grow colder while the mid-latitudes become warmer. During these cycles, water can 
migrate between the polar regions and the mid-latitudes.

Because Mars’ climate can vary over time, areas that may be too cold for life in one period may 
become warm in another. Thus, ice could melt and provide liquid water for a habitable environment.

In this extension activity, you will place the fridge and freezer soil samples at room temperature. Over 
a period of several days, record what happens to them.

Hypothesize (take an educated guess) what you think will happen to the samples and the seeds:

                
                
                
                
           

Using the chart below, describe what you see happening

   Date        Refrigerator           Freezer

Conclusions
Do the seeds begin to grow once they are warmed sufficiently?  Explain what you think is happening:

PHOTO CREDIT: NASA
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Dormant: 
A period of inactivity or biological rest; in living organisms, little or no growth occurs during this time 
and some biological functions be suspended

Habitable: 
An environment is habitable when it can develop and sustain life.

Microbe: 
A microscopic organism.

pH: 
A measure of acidity, ranging from 1 (acid) to 14 (base). 

Spores: 
An inactive form of bacteria or other microorganisms containing material that can reproduce active 
bacteria. Bacterial spores are usually much more difficult to kill than active bacteria.

Solar ultraviolet radiation: 
A portion of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths shorted than visible light. The Sun 
produces ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which is commonly split into three bands (A, B, C) of decreasing 
wavelength. Shorter wavelength UV radiation (UVC) has a greater potential to cause biological 
damage. All three types reach the Martian surface almost unhindered.


